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The printed version of the paper [2] contains one mistake and two omissions of
di0erent kinds. Here are the changes needed and some explanations.
1. Correct version of the algorithm
The algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 2 is not completely correct. Let us
$rst recall what the transducer T, constructed from the transducer T, is supposed
to do.
From every state q of T included in a path of C2 (resp. of C1) (i.e. a cyclic
path labelled by the empty word on output (resp. on input)), the transducer T has
to simulate on input (resp. on output) all in$nite iterations of paths of C2 (resp. of
C1) leaving q, and on output (resp. on input), all in$nite paths leaving q (under the
assumption that no sink can be reached from q, i.e. each state reachable from q can
reach an accepting state. This condition is included in the condition for T to be
normalized).
As shown by the amount of “resp.”-phrases in the last sentence (and in the algorithm
itself), the behaviour of T can be divided into two separate parts: the any-path/cyclic-
path simulation for states belonging to paths of C1, and the cyclic-path/any-path sim-
ulation for states in paths of C2.
Now the sets QC1 (the set of states belonging to a path of C1) and QC2 may have a
non-empty intersection, thus the states of the transducer T must keep the information
of which simultation is processed. However, this information is not provided by the
states of the transducer as they are de$ned in the paper.
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Algorithm 1 given here takes this problem into account (new states have a third
component in {1; 2}) and constructs the expected transducer, which means that the
rest of the proof of Theorem 2 works with it.
Algorithm 1. Computation of the closure.
2. Description of the adherence
As suggested by M. Latteux, one can actually describe more formally than above
what the transducer realizing the adherence is supposed to do.
One just has to introduce the following notations, given the transducer T =
〈A1; A2; Q; q0; F;H〉:
• Store1(q) (resp. Store2(q)), with q ∈ Q, will stand for the set of $nite non-empty
words labelling on input (resp. on output) a cycle on q labelled on output (resp. on
input) by the empty word, i.e.
Store1(q) = {u ∈ A+1 | ∃q
u|1→ q ∈ H+}:
This set contains all the words that can be “stored” on input (resp. on output) with
no inIuence on the output (resp. input) word. All these words have to be considered
in the computation of the adherence.
• Next1(q) (resp. Next2(q)), with q ∈ Q, is the set of in$nite words labelling on input
(resp. output) an in$nite path leaving q:
Next1(q) = {s ∈ A!1 | ∃(si ∈ A∗1)i∈N; (ti ∈ A∗1)i∈N;
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∃q s0|t0→ q1 s1|t1→ · · · qi si ;ti→· · · ∈ H!
and s = s0s1 · · · si · · ·}:
If Q′ is a subset of states of the transducer T, we will also denote by TQ′ the
transducer:
TQ′ = 〈A1; A2; Q; q0; Q′;H〉;
which di0ers from T only in its terminal states.
What is proved in Theorem 2 by way of the algorithm is that, given a normalized
transducer T = 〈A1; A2; Q; q0; F;H〉, the pairs of the adherence of ||T|| that cannot be
recognized by the transducer TQ are of the form
(x · u0u1 : : : ui : : : ; y · t)
resp: (x · t; y · u0u1 : : : ui : : :);
where
• (x; y) is the label of a path starting in an initial state and ending in one state q,
• the words ui are words of Store1(q) (resp. of Store2(q)),
• t is the output (resp. input) label of a path leaving q, which means t ∈ Next2(q)
(resp. t ∈ Next1(q)).
This can be expressed by saying that the adherence of the relation realized by T
(normalized) is the following (rational) relation:
Adh(‖T‖fin) = ‖TQ‖+ ∪
q∈Q
{‖T{q}‖fin · (Store1(q)! × Next2(q)
+Next1(q)× Store2(q)!)}:
3. Bibliographic note
After submission of this paper, M. Nivat informed us that he had proved in [1] the
fact that the topological closure of an in$nitary rational relation is rational itself. The
techniques used are completely di0erent from the ones presented in our paper.
Moreover, the polynomial algorithm provided here yields a transducer realizing the
closure of a relation. If the relation happens to be functional, the transducer so obtained
can thus be tested to decide whether the function is continuous.
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